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2018 has been a life changer for many persons diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. I am

hearing many encouraging reports from people who have found how to get relief from their

symptoms. This is a truly exciting development from previous years.I have described and

summarized each of the ways that have been helping persons diagnosed with Parkinson’s in a

98 page book titled:2018 Update to Road to Recovery from Parkinsons Disease.This 2018

Update covers a series of promising, new options for recovery that I have documented over the

previous year in my interviews on Parkinsons Recovery Radio. Many promising possibilities -

some recently discovered or invented over the past year - are helping more and more people

reverse their Parkinson's symptoms. The 2018 Update covers the following:•Light

Therapy•High Dose Thiamine•Pulsed Electromagnetic Field Therapy (PEMF)•Sleep

Therapies•Ketone Esters•CBD Oils•MacrobioticsThere•Amino Acid TherapyThere is no overlap

between the content of Road to Recovery from Parkinsons (released in 2017) and this 2018

update.
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medical doctor. I am a PhD type researcher. Please do not take anything I might say or write as

medical advice. I am not qualified to diagnose or treat disease. My perspective is based purely

on a research perspective.Please. Consult with your doctor and/or health care provider before

deciding whether to take action on any of the new therapies reviewed in this 2018 update. The

therapies I review here really are all recent discoveries or inventions. This means there is little

systematic evidence (in most cases) for many of the therapies reviewed here. Please do your

own due diligence. Robert Rodgers PhDParkinsons RecoveryTruth of Recovery Really is

SimpleMy research agenda for the past decade and a half has been to identify natural



therapies that offer the promise of helping people reverse the symptoms associated with a

diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. In part, this initiative has involved airing 250 interviews with

health care professionals, doctors and therapists who have offered remarkable suggestions for

what has been helping people recover. All of these radio show interviews are available as

replays for free. Links to the more recent interviews are provided in this update.What is the

bottom line of this extensive research?What is the truth of recovery?Is it complicated?Most

people think it must be. Or, is it simple? I have concluded the key to a successful recovery is

actually very simple indeed. I did not believe this a decade ago.Seventy of the 250 interviews I

have hosted on my radio program have been with guests diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease

who discovered one way or another to find relief from their symptoms. The surprise to me as a

researcher has been the vastly different paths individuals have taken to engage a successful

journey down the road to recovery. Each story is unique.What do these remarkable pioneers of

recovery have in common? They report radically different specifics of their individual recovery

programs. Listen to some of the of the interviews and you will begin to appreciate how each

person discovered their own best course of therapies that helped them heal.Despite the

differences, I recently asked the question: What do these pioneers of recovery have in

common? The answer will shock you. Using a vast variety of approaches and therapies they

all found ways to infuse their body with the basics of life – light, water, oxygen and

grounding.Without the light of the sun there would be no life. Without oxygen from the air we

breathe there would be no life Without water to drink, there would be no life. Without grounding

to mother earth, we are truly lost.  
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to find relief from their symptoms. The surprise to me as a researcher has been the vastly

different paths individuals have taken to engage a successful journey down the road to

recovery. Each story is unique.What do these remarkable pioneers of recovery have in

common? They report radically different specifics of their individual recovery programs. Listen

to some of the of the interviews and you will begin to appreciate how each person discovered

their own best course of therapies that helped them heal.Despite the differences, I recently

asked the question: What do these pioneers of recovery have in common? The answer will

shock you. Using a vast variety of approaches and therapies they all found ways to infuse their

body with the basics of life – light, water, oxygen and grounding.Without the light of the sun

there would be no life. Without oxygen from the air we breathe there would be no life Without

water to drink, there would be no life.  Without grounding to mother earth, we are truly lost.  
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water to drink, there would be no life. Without grounding to mother earth, we are truly lost.

The authentic answer to recovery turns out to be profoundly simple. A body that is struggling

with neurological difficulties is not receiving sufficient light, water, oxygen, grounding (or all

four). Fortunately there have been a number of exciting developments that enable the rich and

safe infusion of light and oxygen into the cells of the body as well as homeopathic remedies

that have been designed to hydrate cells.As I now see it, success with a recovery program

depends on giving your body what it needs to thrive – light, water, oxygen and grounding. It

really is that simple folks.Light TherapyResearchers have recently found evidence that light

therapy is a promising therapy for persons experiencing the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease.

The retina is believed to play a pivotal role in the nigrostriatal dopamine system. Light

(obviously) passes through the eyes and shines on the retina which happens to be a close

neighbor of the substantia nigra, the organ positioned in the middle of the brain. I have drawn

the logical conclusion is that - Duh - light should of course make a difference!A study by

researchers at the Bronowski Clinic in Australia conducted a longitudinal study of 129 patients

diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease. Subjects who were classified as compliant - meaning they

used light therapy regularly - exhibited significant improvement over subjects that were partially

compliant or non-compliant.An encouraging observation of the compliant subjects was that the

drug burden was less with fewer side effects. These findings suggest that light therapy shows

promise as an option to address symptoms of Parkinson’s and a therapy which might

potentially reduce the role of medications to suppress symptoms.What is Photobiomodulation?

Neurons are cells that contain mitochondria. Photobiomodulation energizes neuronal

mitochondria, triggering a cascade of beneficial cellular functions. Potential benefits are

neuroprotective effects, self-repair mechanisms and enhanced functionality.Visible red and

near infrared light energy stimulates cells to generate more energy facilitating self-repair. The

healing takes place within the mitochondria through an enzyme called cytochrome c oxidase.

This enzyme accepts and converts the light (or photonic) energy into cellular energy (ATP)

and other gene transcription factors leading to cellular repair and regeneration.Research on

Light Therapy from MITThe following video previews recent research at MIT that explains why

light therapy offers a promising opportunity to reverse dementia associated with a diagnosis of

Alzheimer's disease.Intranasal photobiomodulation is the most efficient method for light energy

to reach the brain. Different from electrical and magnetic stimulation, photobiomodulation uses

light energy (or photons) of specific wave lengths and power density to simulate cellular

function. One such invention was developed by Vielight located in Toronto Canada.Vielight

Photobiomodulation Gamma DeviceRecent research developments have led me to conclude

that the future of medicine in part rests with innovative therapies that utilize light to bring the

body back into balance and harmony. A recent invention, the Vielight photobiomodulation

Gamma Device, is one such development that redirects our understanding of how symptoms

can be addressed successfully.
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